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ABSTRACT
This vision paper introduces several ideas around the optimiza-
tion of Interactive Data Analysis (IDA) tasks. With an eye on
traditional query optimization (QO) in Relational DataBase Man-
agement Systems (RDBMS), we suggest that IDA tasks should
be specified through high-level statements and optimized glob-
ally, particularly by maximizing the number and significance
of insights that can be automatically collected for the task. We
envision an architecture for IDA and propose in the context of
IDA what corresponds to statistics, cost model and execution
plan pruning strategy in relational systems. We give elements
pertaining to the feasibility of the vision and draw perspectives.
1 INTRODUCTION
Interactive Data Analysis (IDA) corresponds to the process of
exploring a dataset by means of a sequence of actions aiming
at answering an often imprecise user information need [13, 18].
Let us quote [18]: Data analysis is fundamentally an interac-
tive, iterative process in which a user issues an analysis action (i.e.
query), receives a results set, and decides if and which action to issue
next. Until recent years, analysis tasks required thorough expertise
in SQL and programming, as well as mathematics and statistics.
However, since the advent of the Big Data era, the infrastructures
and support for Interactive Data Analysis (IDA) [...] are gradually
replacing traditional tools, allowing easy to-use data exploration,
visualization, and mining, even for users lacking knowledge of SQL
and programming languages. Yet, IDA is still a difficult process, es-
pecially for inexperienced users, as it requires a deep understanding
of the investigated domain and the particular context. Users may
therefore skip significant analysis actions and overlook important
aspects of the data.
Interestingly, it is already envisioned a fully automated IDA
process called continuous exploration [28]. It is therefore impor-
tant to be able to optimize this process and its steps.
Topic of this paper. This paper’s topic is the discussion of an en-
visioned query optimization process, that goes beyond traditional
query processing and optimizations and addresses the issue of
efficiently computing results to interactive data exploration steps,
with these results going far beyond the simple delivery of tuples
(as nowadays happens), but including tuples, data mining results
on these tuples, as well as text and visualization generation.
Traditional optimization. If a RDBMS is used in IDA, i.e., the
action corresponds to the execution of an SQL statement, the full
power of RDBMS query evaluation is unleashed to optimize one
action of the IDA task, which can be seen as a local optimization.
In these systems, query optimization is typically done at runtime,
and corresponds to the selection of a physical query execution
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plan whose cost is estimated to be the best among alternative
execution plans. The cost of a plan is estimated based on statistics
collected over the database objects (tables, indexes, views, etc.),
and as the search space of physical execution plans is huge, prun-
ing strategies are used to ensure the query optimization phase of
the query evaluation process is done in a reasonable time. The
computation of the cost of a plan depends on a specific cost model
used by the DBMS, that usually depends on the number of blocks
(data, index, etc.) needed to process the query [8].
Alternatively, if the action is the use of a ML algorithm, the
algorithm itself includes its own optimizations (for instance, an
FP-growth implementation can be used instead of a level-wise
implementation for association rules extraction).
Vision. In what follows, we consider explorations where a
user interactively queries some data sources and apply Machine
Learning1 (ML) algorithms to extract models or patterns out
of the query answers, to find valuable insights in the data. We
foresee that IDA users will express such explorations with a
high-level declarative language. But differently from RDBMS,
and given the explorative nature of IDA, we assume that such
high-level statements will not be prescriptive, in the sense that the
atomic actions (queries over DB, application of ML algorithms)
and their combination will be left to the statement processor. We
believe, though, that a declarative language remains needed, and,
for instance, simple statements like keyword search may not be
suitable for expressing complex IDA tasks. If traditional query
optimization tackles the problem of optimizing one particular
step of IDE (i.e., relational query processing), there is a need to
optimize the whole sequence of steps, including querying data,
extracting models, etc.
We are quite emphatic in our vision, that the current notion of
query result needs to be fundamentally questioned. In our vision,
the traditional treatment of queries, holding sets-of-tuples as results,
need to be replaced by data story answering. A "data story" is the
answer to an intentional, high-level query via the composition of
individual results that (a) address the core of the original query,
(b) contextualize it, by comparing the state of the situation that
the query result describes with similar, relevant contexts, (c) ana-
lyze and explain it, by highlighting critical sub-parts of the data
space that are responsible for the observed state, and (d) summarize
key highlights of this mini-exploration into a concise summary. To
achieve this, apart from asking database queries, it is imperative
that the engine(s) involved complement the retrieved data with
the mining of ML models from them and automatically generate
textual descriptions and visualizations in a coherent sequence of
"data episodes" (dashboards with data, ML results, text and visuals)
that compose the data story.
Example. We showcase our vision with an example inspired
from [26]. Assume a user is analyzing sale results in a dashboard
1We use Machine Learning as a general term to denote supervised/unsupervised
descriptive/predictive methods.
narrating the current state of sales through a collection of cross-
tabs and graphics. The user then would like to: "verify whether
this distribution of sales for mfgr#5 in Argentina from 2011 to
2016 still holds in general, and build a clustering model for it, then
backtrack to compare with sibling countries, and finally explain
the highest country-wise difference." This request would corre-
spond to the following statement in the intentional language:
explainhiдhliдht :MaxDif f erence (
comparesiblinдCountr ies (
backtrack(
cluster (
veri f ymf дr#5,Arдentina,2011−2016(current dashboard)))))
This statement is non prescriptive in that it is left to the optimizer
to decide the best roll-up for the verification, the best algorithm
and number of clusters for the clustering, the best way to explain
the difference, etc. Each of these degrees of freedom will give
rise to a new plan, yielding an answer different from those of
the other plans, automatically generated with the relevant data
sources identified from the current dashboard. The optimizer esti-
mates the benefit of each plan in terms of the number of insights,
their significance, the time to extract them, etc., and eventually
translates the best plan into a sequence of operations, for in-
stance: roll-up, cluster, Cinecube’s put in context [10], and Diff
[20]. These operations are evaluated and the insights (e.g., major
deviations in the distribution of sales, prototypes of the clusters,
major contributions to the highest country-wise difference) in
each answer are highlighted. A data story is then produced by
sequencing the answers into a new dashboard and choosing for
them the best graphical displays.
Contributions. The contribution is a vision for a global (as
opposed to local) optimization scheme for IDA, where:
• the user issues a declarative intentional statement, express-
ing her high-level data analysis goal in a non-prescriptive
way, i.e., without completely specifying the data sources
and operations to apply over them,
• this statement sketches a complete exploration, or data
story specification, i.e., a sequence of complex actions in-
cluding data retrieval, model extraction with ML, auto-
matic selection of key insights, and visualization. These
atomic actions derived from the statement (appearing in
the expression tree used for the execution plan) are DB
queries, ML algorithms, etc., expressed in terms of atomic
operators of the underlying execution engine,
• an optimizer, relying on a specific cost model, that is es-
sentially related to the number, extraction cost, properties
and significance of insights gained by the user along the
exploration, decides how to combine the operators into
alternative plans and picks the best one on the basis of a
strategy defined for pruning the search space of execution
plans.
• the involved execution engine(s) produce intermediate
results that are combined, ranked, pruned with respect
to their significance and relevance to the user’s goal and
eventually compiled into a data story that is shown to user
in response to her query statement.
This vision paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses
cost-based optimization and insights. Section 3 exposes the en-
visioned architecture. Section 4 presents the optimizer while
Section 5 focuses on its cost model. Finally, Section 6 discusses a
pruning strategy and Section 7 draws perspectives.
2 COST-BASED OPTIMIZATION AND
INSIGHTS
We now motivate the need for a cost-based optimizer, that relies
on a cost model where insights are first-class citizens.
Why a cost-based optimizer? Merging DB with ML is not new.
A recent Sigmod blog post reports the interview of DB and ML
academics and industrials discussing this matter [1]. In particular,
model selection is mentioned in the discussion as an important
challenge. But mixing ML actions with DB queries (for instance,
computing a set of decision trees over the data of a query, or,
even more far-reaching, selecting the most informative out of
the ones that are generated to this end) is a complex problem.
We can distinguish two basic options to do so: (i) use a rule-
based approach: propose a set of fixed rules to derive queries
and applications of ML algorithms, based on the semantics of
the high-level statement. The rules are applied in a specific order
depending on the statement. Given a statement, the derivation
corresponds to the execution plan. (ii) use a cost-based approach:
one intentional statement generates several execution plans with
different operator instantiations. The cost of each plan is esti-
mated and the best one is retained. The cost model is defined
by means of an objective function that encodes the intuition of
what the optimal solution should be.
At some point of the discussion of the blog’s post, one of the
interviewed insists on the importance of cost-based schemes
compared to the more ad-hoc rule-based ones. Interestingly this
kind of transition from rule-based optimization to cost-based
optimization is what had made DB successful in terms of query
optimization.
Why insights in the cost model? Insight is a fundamental driver
of the IDA process. In [6], a benchmark for IDA is outlined. The
authors insist on the importance of insights. Quoting this paper:
Ultimately, the goal of interactive data exploration is to extract
insights from data. Thus, a system that allows to extract more in-
sights than another system within a given time frame is preferable.
However, creating a measure that captures this notion in a compa-
rable and reproducible way is hard. What is an insight? Do different
users have different notions of insights? How do we measure the
complexity and value of an insight? Are they domain-dependent?
In [6], the authors argue that directly measuring insights per
minute cannot be done efficiently and they propose a proxy
metric that reflects how often and by howmuch a system violates
a latency requirement (for instance the interactive response time).
We agree that insights, their number, the time it takes to dis-
cover them, should be of primary importance when processing
IDA tasks. At the same time, we also believe that other properties,
like for instance diversity of insights, significance of insights, etc.,
should be taken into account.
Yet, what does insight mean? Insights are human-digestible
pieces of interesting information about the data [3]. Let us quote
[10]: In a recent approach, Dove and Jones [5] combine the def-
initions from the communities of Information Visualization and
Cognitive Psychology: whereas the InfoVis community defines in-
sight as "something that is gained" (after the observation of data by
a participant), psychologists define it as an "Aha!" moment which
is experienced. Interestingly, the two definitions can be combined
in a common view, where once the user works with information,
starting with an original state of mind on the current state of affairs,
there is an "Aha!" moment, where the user suddenly realizes a new
Figure 1: The envisioned architecture
way of looking at the data, resulting in a new mental model for the
state of affairs, or else, new understanding [5].
To facilitate the "Aha!" moment, several works already pro-
posed to characterize unexpected values in cubes ([21], among
others), interesting [9] or unexpected [3] patterns in data, statis-
tically significant relationships between data sets [4] and hidden
causes [20]. We note that control mechanisms can be included
[30] to enforce insight validity.
3 ENVISIONED ARCHITECTURE FOR IDA
We assume the following multi-tier architecture for intentional
IDA:
• a user layer: in this layer, the user expresses intentional
statements asking for data stories;
• a story skeleton layer: in this layer, the translation of the
formal intentional statement(s) to a data story skeleton
(i.e., structure of requested operations, without the results
that will have to be plugged in) takes place;
• an optimizer layer: this layer is responsible for the trans-
lation of the intentional statement into atomic actions
picked from a catalog, that are automatically tune and
parametrized;
• an execution layer: that executes queries, applies models,
extracts highlights, etc.;
• a data layer: this layer holds databases, cubes, flat files,
user profiles, user traces, etc.;
• finally, a storytelling layer: this layer is responsible for
compiling all the intermediate results into meaningful data
stories.
More details about the layers. At the user layer, statements
can be intentions in the spirit of those defined in [26, 27], or
translated into such language using NLP facilities. This layer is
also responsible for long-term and sort-term modeling of the
user [11, 29], by processing implicit user feedback (e.g., intention
logs). While in traditional RDBMS a query computes an instance
from another instance, an intentional statement expresses a data
story starting from another data story. A data story is a sequence
of visualizations packed in a dashboard, produced by the story-
telling layer from the output of the optimization and execution
layers. Predefined user templates will be used to control the story
complexity, and to generate the initial data story, to start the
analysis. The storytelling layer identifies the most appropriate
graphical representation of query answers, and automatically
crafts narratives, commenting on the highlights presented, etc.
[10, 12]. As in web search SERP (Search Engine Result Page),
a set of stories resulting from the processing of an intentional
statement can be presented in a way that allows the user to navi-
gate the most relevant data stories. We note that explanations of
the models extracted from the data [19] as well as user-tailored
recommendations [18] may also be part of the story. The execu-
tion layer is responsible for choosing the most efficient way to
execute the atomic operation (i.e., it applies local optimizations).
We now detail the optimization layer.
4 OPTIMIZER
The optimizer layer processes an intentional statement, produces
several query plans, evaluate their cost and picks the best one. A
query plan is a tree where nodes are atomic operations, i.e., either
regular queries over data sources or calls to ML algorithms, in the
spirit of the trees used in [18]. This supposes to have a catalog
of such operators. An objective function is used to estimate, for
each node in the tree, the cost or benefit of the nodes, in the sense
of some objective function to optimize (See Section 5).
One major difference compared to the classical query opti-
mization scheme is that, given an intentional statement, two
different query plans for this statement generally result in two
different answers, whereas in traditional QO, different execution
plans correspond to a query that is logically equivalent to the
query being optimized. Another fundamental difference is that in
classical QO, the user sees only a set of tuples as the final result.
Here, insights encountered along the plan are collected and post-
processed for telling the data story, along the lines delineated in
the vision presented in the introduction of the paper.
How to automatically generate a set of relevant queries to a data-
base? This should obviously be partly specified by the intention.
Many works exist to generate consistent queries from incomplete
specifications [23].
How to automatically choose and tune ML algorithms? Choos-
ing a learning algorithm based on data characteristics is the topic
of a field of research called meta-learning [16, 25]. Quoting [16]:
A considerable amount of metalearning research has been devoted
to the area of algorithm recommendation. In this special case of
metalearning, the aspect of interest is the relationship between data
characteristics and algorithm performance, with the final goal of
predicting an algorithm or a set of algorithms suitable for a specific
problem under study. As a motivation, the fact that it is infeasible
to examine all possible alternatives of algorithms in a trial and
error procedure is often given along with the experts necessary if
pre-selection of algorithms is to take place. This application of met-
alearning can thus be both useful for providing a recommendation
to an end-user or automatically selecting or weighting algorithms
that are most promising.
The basic principle of metalearning is as follows: given a set
of datasets, extract characteristics of the datasets, estimate per-
formance of the algorithms on each dataset (obviously with an
indicator that allows to compare different algorithms), build a
meta-dataset describing for each dataset its characteristics and
the estimated performances, and use it to rank the algorithms. In
[14], the model selection is viewed under the angle of manipula-
tion of triples. Each triple has three components: an FE (feature
extraction) “option” (loosely defined, a sequence of computation
operations) that fixes the feature set that represents the data, an
AS (algorithm selection) option that fixes the ML algorithm, and
a PT (parameter tuning) option that fixes the parameter choices
conditioned on the AS option.
Automated machine learning (auto-ML) [7] is very similar to
meta-learning in its purpose. It focuses on how to choose and
parametrize a ML algorithm for a given dataset, at a given cost
(i.e., the time it takes to test different algorithms).
5 COST MODEL
Traditional query optimizers are usually concerned with min-
imizing resource consumption, especially time or disk access,
and they use a cost model in accordance. In the context of IDA,
we envision the definition of an objective function to express
the gain the user would get from the exploration. As explained
above, and consistently with the literature on IDA, this benefit
function should attach a particular importance to the insights
and their significance, without forgetting the traditional concern
of resource consumption (in particular, local optimizers will be
exploited as black boxes attached to the data sources used during
IDA). Here is a non-exhaustive list of criteria:
• the number of insights (to maximize; albeit, not to infinity,
but to a concise set of top-k results),
• the time it takes to obtain them (i.e., processing the inten-
tion) (to minimize),
• some properties of insights or sets of insights:
– their statistical significance (minimize p-value, see e.g.,
[30]) (to maximize),
– their relevance for the user (e.g., with respect to some
user preferences) (to maximize),
– their interestingness [9] (to maximize): understandabil-
ity (e.g., the size/length of the insight or the complexity
of a model or pattern), diversity, etc.
• the appropriateness of the insight to the current intention
(e.g., in the sense of a short-term interest) (to maximize).
Some more criteria related to the way data and insights are
displayed in the data story may also be included.
As in classical QO, we envision amechanism of statistics collec-
tion to estimate the benefit of the exploration with the objective
function. For instance, the average processing time of ML algo-
rithms can be recorded, to prevent a costly algorithm from being
considered in plan generation whenever this algorithm is to be
applied over a dataset having similar characteristics than those
used in the past. Since global query plans are expected to be
complex, we anticipate that global optimization will be a good
candidate for query re-optimization [17] or plan reuse [22], in
order to reduce the overhead induced by the optimization phase.
The objective function is used to seek a compromise between
the above-mentioned criteria, since some are antagonistic. We
note that it can be automatically learned and maintained using
supervised ML. For instance, in [31], the authors propose to use
active learning to predict a set of Pareto-optimal solutions with
some theoretical guarantees in a multi-objectives optimization
context. More simply, it is possible to use a scalarization approach
that reduces the multi-objective optimization problem to a single-
objective problem. A naive solution could be a linear combination
of the criteria to be learned using SVM, provided user feedback
and enough instances of intention processing are available, using
an approach similar to the one presented in [11].
6 PLAN GENERATION AND PRUNING
STRATEGY
The search space for plan generation is huge, much more than the
one used by traditional QO. A drastic pruning strategy is needed,
to reduce the number of plans generated. We here present a naive
idea to show the feasibility of plan generation and selection, that
borrows from composite item construction strategy (see e.g.. [2]).
Given an initial data story, we form combinations of datasets
and algorithms, and order them to tell the story. The algorithm
below is a first tentative to formalize the process of picking an
execution plan as the answer to an intentional operator.
Algorithm 1: main
Data: datastory D, intention I, benefit function fo , integer n
Result: set of execution plans P
1 A = дenerateNodes(D, I ); // generate a set of plan nodes N
from D and I
2 C = buildCandidateClusters(n,N ); // cluster N based on
criteria
3 C ′ = prune(C, fo ) ; //prune C
4 for all cluster c in C’ do
5 pc = queryPlan(c) ; // compute query plan
6 estimateBene f it(pc , fo ) // estimate its benefit
7 P = P ∪ pc
8 return P ;
The algorithm works as follows. In step 1, the intentional
operator triggers the generation of a large set of execution plan
nodes, i.e., atomic operations. Clustering is used in step 2 to build
n clusters of nodes, n being a parameter of the approach. Step 3
kills some clusters with hard constraints. Each remaining cluster
is processed to obtain a query plan, and all query plans are scored
using the benefit function (steps 4-6). Finally, the set of scored
query plans is returned.
We now give some details on the different steps. (1) gener-
ateNodes: the generated atomic operations are queries over data-
sources or ML algorithms. Queries over sources are generated
using the intention and user preferences, while ML algorithms
are taken from a catalog. Given the size i of intention (in terms of
number of sources), the size p of user preferences (for instance,
selection conditions to expand the query with [24]) and the num-
berm of ML algorithms, the number of generated operations is
around i × 2p × 2m . (2) buildCandidateClusters: all atomic oper-
ations are described in a uniform way. They are projected into
a predefined vector space (including dataset characteristics, ML
algorithm characteristics, etc.), so that clustering can be used to
form groups of operation being "close" to each other. Like in [2],
fuzzy clustering can be used, as it allows for an atomic operation
to appear significantly into several execution plans, with extra
terms to incorporate the criteria of the objective function. In this
step, it is crucial to ensure that the clustering time will remain un-
der control. For instance, avoiding necessary comparisons based
on statistical notions like concentration inequalities [15] could
be used. (3) prune: this step uses a subset of the criteria of the
benefit function as hard constraints for pruning clusters that
are considered too bad (for instance, the worst clusters in terms
of overall execution time of the operators they contain can be
automatically rejected). (4) queryPlan: this step orders the nodes
of the cluster, and adapts ML algorithms to query answers thanks
to auto-learning [7]. (5) estimateBenefit: consists of applying the
benefit function to each node of the plan.
7 CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a vision for processing high level state-
ments describing Interactive Data Analysis tasks, inspired by
traditional query optimization in relational databases. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at an insight-driven ar-
chitecture for analytical intentions. It is consistent with previous
works on IDA: Eichmann and al. [6] that discusses the challenges
for creating an insight-centered benchmark for IDA, where dif-
ferent functional aspects of IDA are separated ; Zhao et al. [30]
focusing on the validity of a certain type of insights encountered
along the analysis ; or Milo and Somech [18], that proposes a
collaborative, but insight-agnostic, recommender system for IDA
where analyses over diverse datasets are phrased with high-level
actions of multiple types.
We believe that our vision opens many research directions,
that can be structured around the envisioned architecture and
its layers. Specifically, each aspect of the optimizer deserves to
be refined, i.e., (i) the categorization of insights, and a precise
definition for them, (ii) the objective function, its criteria and
the way is it learned, (iii) the mechanism for statistics collection
and user feedback, (iv) the vector space for representing atomic
operations in a uniform way, and (v) the different steps of the
pruning strategy.
Given the maturity of the different fields involved in this vi-
sion (databases, machine learning, user-centered search activities,
etc.), we are confident that a proof of concept can be implemented
once these different aspects are precised. We note that the dataset
provided by [18] and made available through Github2 is a promis-
ing option for carrying a set of tests with real IDA tasks.
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